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I. IMTRODUCTION 
In 1926 It was found that th® whol® liver was active 
against pernecioas anemia (1).. fhis diseovery instigated 
research in the fractionation of th© whol@ liver and the iio-
lation of the ch@»loal reaponsibl® for the medicinal effect. 
After tw«nty-two years of tedious aM often frustrating labor, 
the pure material was Isolated in crystalline form. The 
isolation was achieved practically simultaneously by three 
research groups (2, 3, ij.). The pur® principle was designated 
vitamin found to hav© an extraordinary potency, 
for 0110 microgram per day proved sufficient to cure pern©-
cious anemia {$)* 
Further investigjationa revealed that vitamin 
produced in culture broths by a strain of S. Griseu$ (6). 
Crystalline Bj_2 is produced eonanercially from the broths re­
maining after th# extraction of streptOB^cin. Th® vitauiin 
is also found in a sewage m& is also prepared comBiercially 
from aewag©. Larg© quantities of vitamin Bj_g are now aianii-
factured and th@ price has been dropping steadily. At p»©s®nt 
(1955)» tha price Is tSij-S.P©^:' gram of crystallin© material. 
A considerable body of work has now b©en published on th© 
chamlatry of vitamin Early invQstigatlons revealed that 
th© molecular weight .of somewher© between-I3OO, and 
1575 C7)» and that vitamin contained cobalt and phosphorus 
(8, 9, 10).  
2 
On strenuous acid, hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid 
vitamin yielded 5,»6-dim©thylh@nzlBiidazol©,, ribose, phos­
phoric acid, awmortlum chlorld#, l-amlno-S-propanol and a red 
acidic, cobalt-cottt&lning pigment of high molecular weight, 
fhe pr®S0nc# of th® satattonla and phoaphat® ions was recognized 
in the early studies (11, 12). The 5»6-dlffl@thylb®nzliiildazol© 
was isolated from the hydrochloric acid hydrolyzat® {13,11},), 
and the structure was eoafirBied by th® comparison to the pur® 
5,6-dl«@tylben2lmldaz0l@ {15» l6). fh® mild acid hydrolysis 
of vitamin yielded l-*c-D-"*ribofuranosldo-5f6-dlffi©thylb©n-
zlnildazol© {17, 10). Th© structur® was proved by synthetic 
Biethods, Tht presence of l-amino-2-propanol was observed In 
aeld hydrolytat«:S subjected to pap#r chromatography (1|-, 19). 
The structure of l-aailno«2-propanol was proved by elasslcal 
chemical iiethoda (19)» Som© doubt «xlsta as to th® number of 
l-a«iino»2'-propanol groups present; ther® have been postu­
lated one and two moles of l~aalno-2-propanol per mole of 
vitaialn (20, 21, 22). It waa found that the first group 
of phosphoric acid waa attached to the rlbos®, and the second 
phosphate group was attached through l*aaino-2-propanol to 
th© red acid frapjent (23). The reBiaining free acid group of 
the phosphate is neutralized by a positive charge on the 
cobalt atom (2if)» 
The presence of a cyanide group in the molecule of 
vitamin B;j^2 first found in the course of a permanganate 
oxidation (25). The cyanide group was proved to be attached 
3 
directly to the cobaXt atom (26), and to b® easily replaced by 
a hydroxide group upon exposing an aqtieoua solution of vitamin 
®12 vlsibl® or near ultraviol©t radiation (27), fh© cyanide 
group can also b© replaced by other negative radicals (28, 29). 
All of the derivativfts ar@ converted into vitamin 82^ 2 
treatment with cyanide, 
Th© nature of the red acid fragment was a mystery until 
the @nd of 195I4-. Early attempts to obtain the pure red acid 
fragment failed* !Ph® r«d acid fragment produced by hydrochlo­
ric acid hydrolysis indicated presence of as inan^ as seven 
carboxylic acid groups (30}. Application of the Plimer modi­
fication of th© Van Slyke amino nitrogen method showsd the 
prsaence in the molecule of five primary amid© groups (31)» 
Howevar^ in th© latest structiar® proposed by th© group at 
Cambridg© Univeraity (32, 33) th©r® ara shown six primary 
amid® groups* The charaical methods of th© degradation of th# 
red acid fragment 'led practically nowhere until the hsxa-
carboxylic acid, the degradation product, was iaolated as a 
pur® crystallin® material (314.). This crystallization enabled, 
th® elucidation of its structur® by X-ray crystallographic 
methods (35) and. In turn, to a formulation of the structure 
of the vitamin itself. Fig. 1 (32). fl-is actual structure 
was elaborated from the X-ray crystallographic work on the red 
fragment and th® chemical work on the peripheral material 
(33)» The structur© of vitamin is not entirely solved. 
The poisitlons of the double bonds in the ring structure, and 
Pig» 1 Structur® of ?ltamln 
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the stereo chemie&l configuration &re unsettled* fhere is 
serious doubt as to the ©xistenc® of six fre® amid© groups 
and to the #xact natup® of the pliosphat© linkages* 
®ie presence of a cobalt atom In the raolecul© of vitamin 
®12 P3c@s«iit©d number of problems in eoordination chemistry 
which haa been the primary'concern of the group at Iowa State 
Coll©g#« The ¥al»ne® stat# of the cobalt was established as 
three by magnetic susceptibility aeasurements (36, 37) and 
polarographic studies (38', 39). 1 purple dtrivative of Bj^ 2 
obtained by treatment with excsas cyanide was discovered and 
its properties investigated Ci|.0)» fh© valence atate of the 
reduced form of vitamin (called vitamin Bi2r^ ©stab-
liahed by the means of oxidation reactions and by polarographic 
atudiea {i|.l,, i|.2, l}.3)» It was proved also that the cyanide 
ion in vitamin was reduced to methylamlne by hydrogen in 
presence of platinum The ammonia liberated on acid 
hydrolysis was found to be five ffiolecules per molecule of 
vitamin Ci|-5)» The absence of primary amino groups, and 
the presence of five primary,amid© groupa was shown (31)* 
Vitamin B^2a found to act as a catalyst in the air oxida­
tion of iodide to Iodine (l{.6)* It was shown also that the 
vitamin was not hydrolyzed by the enzyme phosphatase (l|.7)» 
In the ©valuation of the polarographic studies of 
vitamins B^2» ®12r» ®12r necessary to determine the 
diffusion coefficients of these materials* Early values ob­
tained for the diffusion coefficients of B]_2 ®12a 
7 
ervoneons results for the laolecular weights aa ealeulated bj 
th© Stokes-Binstein equation, less than half of th® actual 
valu® of 1370 for B^2 acceptable ¥alu« for 
Although no great claim ia.mad© for th© applicability of th® 
Stok©s-llnst0in ©quation to sueh small molecules, it was 
puzzling that th® method should fail for B^2 yield a 
satisfactory molecular weight for th® closely related material, 
®12a* primary piirpoae of the work described in th© present 
thesis is to resolve this difficulty. '^'Briefly, the diffusion 
coefficients have been redetermined by a more acceptable 
method# The apparent specific voliuaes of the vitamins have 
been measured by a precise pycnometrlc method# It was found 
that Bx2a_» ®12» unites with oxygen in a reversible 
fashion# A quantitative method has been devised for studying 
the union of oxygen# Finally, th® effects of thli 
oxygenation on the absorption spectrua, conductivity, and 
catalytic effects of B'3_2a have been studied. • 
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II, BIFPUSIOH COSFFIGIIITS OF VITAMINS AND B3_2a 
A. Introduction 
Miscibl© Biateriala in nonhoaogeneous solution tend to 
ffligrat© from regions of higher concsntration to lower conc©n« 
tratlon. If this migration is caused only by thermal aglta* 
tioa, this phenomenon is call@d diffusion or concentration 
diffusion# Fiek's first law relates diffusion to th® flow 
of heat by th® equation! 
Q s -D II 
wh®r0 "Q" is th® flux the amount of material crossing a 
plan© of unit area, is th© concentration gradisnt# 
dx 
and **0" ia th® diffusion eoefficient* 
Pick's second law is obtained by combing Pick's first 
law with the hydrodynainic equation of continuity: 
dc 
' •S^ 
After substitution of "Q." and assuming that "D" is constant 
in th© given region the final equation is derived: 
dc A _ 
dt ® d 
Th© last equation ia used in calculations of the diffusion 
co0fficients. 
Studies of diffusion coefficients in liquid syst©as find 
useful application in the determination of molecular weights, 
particle slza, friction eosfflolents* and solution rates. 
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¥al.u©s of the diffusion coefficients of vitamins 83^ 2 
®12a been reported as x 10*^ and 3»h^ x lO*^ om*^/ 
s0C.i respectively (38)* These values were obtained by the 
Stokes modification {lj.8) of the lorthup and Anson method (i^9)» 
Molecular weight computfttiona by the Stolcei-linstQin (50) 
0quatloa» using the above values of th© diffusion coefficients 
and the valu® I.3I}. for the density of the crystal* give values 
of $$0 and I23O for B|_2 Bi2a' respectively* This value 
for is less than half th® molecular weight, 1370, cal­
culated from th© cobalt content of th® dry raaterial# There 
was no apparent reason why th® method should have given a 
reasonable valu© for and failed entirely for 
aeomsd wis©, therefor©, to redetermine th® diffusion coei-
flcients by another method. B©caua© th© apparatus was avail­
able ($1, $2), the diffusion coefficients were redetermined 
using the free diffusion method* 
B. Experimental fork 
1« Materials and reagenta 
Vitamin B^2 r#crystalll2©d from carbon dloxid®-fr©@ 
water and dried at room teaperatur® over anhydrous magnesium 
perchlorate. A sample of this material on further drying 
in vacuum at 80® for I4. hours lost 12»35 P©3c cant of th© total 
weight, presumably owing to th© loss of water. 
fltaialn prepared by th® hydrogtnatlon of B12 
(53)* In our preparation, ac®ton® was added up to 75 P©r cent 
10 
before th© filtration and oxidation. Carboa dioxide was ©*-
cludsd tlupoughout the preparation. Crystals wer© obtained at 
room temperatia»®. in y-ields of about 70 per cent# The pH of 
an aqueous solution of this preparation was 9»1 which was in 
good agreement with previous observations (26). Inasmuch as, 
vitamin B3^2a crystallized from water without th© 
addition of aeeton®, it was considered possible that acetone 
of crystalliisation was included In the crystalline 
HoweverJ Mr, J* L» llllngbo© of our laboratory, showed by 
the 2,li,-dinltroph®nylhydrazine method 55) that no acetone 
of crystallization was present* 
Heagent grade potassium sulfate was recrystalliJsed from 
carbon dioxide-free water. 
2. Meastareaient of diffusion coefficients 
Diffusion coefficient measure.m@nts were carried out in 
a standard 11 ml. Klett electrophoresis cell# The conventional 
Phllpot-Svenson eylindrlcal-lens optical system with diagonal 
slit was used for both observation and recording of the con­
centration gradients. The gradients were recorded on 35 
film by means of a Lelca camera equipped with a focal plane 
shutter. The time of exposure waa determined by trial and 
error. A. tungsten light source with an orange-red filter gave 
the best contrast in the pattern of the concentration gradient. 
Curves for analysis were made by tracing the Image under a 
projection enlarger at a magnification of approximately nine­
11 
fold. In tracing the patterns, great care was, taken to follow 
th® center portion of the gradient outline*. The overall mag­
nification factor, from th© c©ll to the projected im-ag©, waa 
determined directly by photographing a glass plata with ©tched 
rmlings placed in th# position of th® cell and laeasurlng th® 
spacings in the projected imag® under th@ same conditions as 
©raployed for patterns, • Mefts«re.J8«ats were conducted at two 
temperaturest 2® and 25®* T®mp®rature regulation was within 
approximately 0.01® 'at ©ach temperature. Areas under the 
patterns of concentration gradient w®r@ measured with th© 
planimettr and, in aoras cases, by th© weight method as a 
check for the planimetsr intasuremtnts* 
Known asmunts of th© crystalline vitamins w@r© dissolved 
in th® solvent, either 0.1 H potassium sulfate or 0.1 N po-
tasaluia sulfate plus 0*005 * potaaslua cyanide, so that th® 
final concentration was 0*3 to 0,i|. per cent. In all cases, 
the solutions and solvent were brought to the teraparatOTe of 
the thermostat prior to filling the cell. Th© cell was filled 
in the conventional manner. The two boundaries were formed ' 
between the vitamin solution (below) and solvent of identical 
composition (above),. After equilibration, the boundaries 
were made by opening the cell and moving them to the approxi-
w«t® center of the cell. A very slow (2.1 cm./hr.)'compensa­
tion was used by withdrawing the electrolyte from the appro­
priate side by a synchronous motor-driven syringe compensator. 
The cell waa then carefully closed for the duration of the 
12 
run which extended for several days* Th© boundarias were 
not sharpened. In general, both boundaries were recorded 
and analysed at Intervals of 10 hours for about thrs® days. 
The calculations were based on th© maximum ordinate 
area method assuming a mono diapers© system {52). The 
equation used for ©valuation of th© diffuaion coefficient 
was obtained by the iolution of Fiek's aecond law by Wiener•a 
method (S^)i 
dn n - n«, e" 
•III if I M 
li TWW 
This equation was simplified by taking th® "x" value equal to 
zero, giving th® final form of the equation as followsj 
« - k 5 
Wt l| 
"D" - diffuaion coefficient {cal/aec#), 
"A" - area under the pattern of concentration gradient (cmf), 
"t'* » time elapsed from the formation of the boundary (sec*), 
- maximum height between base line and the peals (cm#), 
"k" - reciprocal of the overall magnification coefficient 
square (unitless). 
Th® true value of the diffusion coefficient at the steady 
state was obtained by plotting measured diffusion coefficient 
values againat reciprocal tiaej the intercept at- the Infinite 
time being the true value of diffuaion co®ffl©i#nt. 
Diffusion coefficients at different temperatures were 
calculated by the relation: 
13 
°25° " °2° {1^ 
Inftsinuch as, th© solutions were dllut® the viscosity of water 
waa used in th© abov© equation. 
The laaximuffl probable error in th® measurement of th® 
diffusion cotfficitnts waa estimated to b« b©tweea 6- to. 10 
per oerit* 
0, Results and Diseussloa 
Th© values of the uppar'ent diffusion coefficients for 
th® individual runs ar® auiamarised in fables I through VII# 
Actual conditions for th© given run ar© specified in th© 
footnote of each table#,, 
Th© data obtained for are shown in Pig» 2 and that 
for Bj^2a P*ig* 3* Tti® aiuamary of the results and th® 
calculated molecular weights by th® Stokes-Einstein-Longsworth 
equations are shown in Table ?III» 
ll{. 
Table 1. Apparent diffusion coefficients of vitamin Bx2 
(Run 
Tim© Heclprocal H Diffusion 
see. Tim© l/gec. cm, cm* CoQfflcient / 
X 10" cm? /sec. x 10 
25200 39-5 ll.ll-O 2.2I4. 
73200 13.6 2.90 10,90 1.73 
92700 10.8 2.75 11.70 1 • 68 
162900 6.1 2.05 ll.i|.0 1.59 
186000 5»J4- 1.95 10.50 145 
®Coiiie®ntration of 8^2 15 »!• of 0*1 N potaa-
slum aulfat®. 
^Overall optical magnification factorj 2.979. 
®Bath temperfttwr#s 2.00®# 
IS 
Tabl® II. Apparent diffusion coefficients of vitamin B\P 
• (Run 
Tim© 
sec. 
.fi^Glproeal 
Tim® l/aee* 
3£ 10° 
H 
Gm» 
Area 
Qm* 
Diffusion 
Coefficient 
cBi.vsec. X 10 
82800 12.1 6.08 22.8 1.82 
106800 9^2 548 22.5 1,66 
150900 6.6 i|..62 22 #3 l*6i^ 
195000 5.1 If..11 22.2 1.60 
231600 h»3 3*76 22.0 1.58 
279000 3.5 3.53 22.l|. 1.56 
'^Concentration'of i|.7*0 ag. per ml. of 0#1 N 
potassima aulfat©, 
^Overall optical magnification factors 2733. 
^Bath. teiaparatures 3.00°. 
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Table III, Apparent diffusion coefficients of vitamin 
{mn ^ 
Tim© 
s«e. 
Reciprocal 
•Jim© l/pec. • 
X 100 
H 
em. 
Area 
cm. 2 
Diffusion 
Coefficient 
cm.2/ae0, x 10 
60900 ll.i|. 8,20 38.3 3 • 21 
106200 94 6.12 37.3 3<13 
11^6700 6.8 5.25 36.7 2.98 
176I1.OO S^T I4..8O 36.2 2.89 
23%00 lj..2 5.81 p.7 2^65 
281800 3.5 5.20 lf6.2 2.51 
®'Cono©ntration of i|-9*0 »g» 15 ml* of Q»1 N 
potaaalua sulfate# 
'^Overall optical aagnifIcation factor: 2.998. 
®Bath teiaperatur®: 25.0°, 
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Table I¥» Appai»@nt diffusion eoefflcisnts of vitamin Bi-, 
Clun ©)a,b>e 
Tliae 
s©c. 
H©elprocal 
flme l/aec. 
X 106 
H 
cm. 
Ar®| Biffusion 
Coefficient / 
cni.2/sec. x 10° 
66900 lk.9 I1..95 ai.8 3.10 
95I1.OO 10.5 l|..17 21.8 3.07 
II1.88OO 6.7 • ^ 3'.55. 22.8 2.97 
17ij.300 5.7 3.28 22.7 2,9i4. 
197700 5.0 3.17 23.i|. 2.93 
^Concentration of 66.0 lag. per 1$ ml. of 0.1 M 
potassium sulfate and O.OoS N pottssiiu» eyanid#. 
^Overall optical laagnifieation faetor: 2.733* 
®Bath tempefaturej 25.00®. 
Tabl® V. Apparent diffusion coeffielents of vitamin Bipa 
Ciun 
Tim® 
see. 
Seeiprocal 
fiiB© l/s@e. 
X 106 
R 
om. 
Area 
CIS. 2 
Diffusion 
Coefficient , 
cm.Vsee. x 10" 
5oi|.oo 19t8 1.85 1^.90 1.59 
73200 13*6 1.68 ij..5o 1.33 
117200 8.6 1.51 5.00 1.17 
13I1.300 7*k 1.52 5»30 1.13 
^ConGentratlon of 53»l|- P©r 15 rol. of 0.1 1 
potassium sulfate. 
%v@rall optieal aiagnlfieatlon factors 2.536. 
®Batli t©mp«rat-'ur©j 2.00®. • 
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Table YI. Apparent diffusion coefficients of vitamin Bx2a 
CHun p)a»b,» 
Tinid 
sec. 
Ro'clprocal 
Tim® l/s©c. 
X 100 
H 
cm. 
Area 
cm.^ 
Diffusion 
Coefficient / 
Gm,2/s®c. X 10° 
45300 22,1 3.70 • 13..8 3.29 
86100 12.5 2.80 13.2 2.76 
103200 9.7 3.55 18 ..1 2.69 
177000 5.7 2.76 17*9 2.5ii. 
213600 l}..7 2.li.5 17.2 2.1^9 
*Coneentratlo» of BigsiS ^2.5 aig» pes' 1$ ml* ot 0.1 M 
potasslaiii sulfate. 
^Overall optical, laagnlfioation faetort 2.733» 
©Bath tenperaturej 25.00^. -
Tabl# VII. Apparent diffusion coefficients of vitamin B^ga 
(Hun o,)a»o,c 
Tim® 
see. 
Reciprocal 
fitt® l/s©o. 
X 100 
H 
cm. 
Ar@s 
cia.'^  
Diffusion 
Coefficient , 
ea,2/g0c. X lO' 
115200 8.7 •6.82 36.9 2.7l|. 
172500 5.8 5..33 3i|-.5 2.56 
212100 k*7 l|..50 • 31.9 2.52 
25i|-700 3*9 3.98 30.9 2.14.8 
309000 3*2 3.65 30.6 2.l|.6 
^Concentration of $0^0 mg* per 15 ml. of 0.1 I 
potaasiuffi sulfat®. 
^Overall optical magnification factor! 2.733* 
®Bath t®inperatur® I 25.00®. 
Fig. 2 Appair«at Diffusion Coefficients of 
Vitainin as a Function of Tim®, 
r 
Diffusion Coefficient DxlO® cm?/sec. 
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Fig, 3 Apparent Diffwaion Go®ffiel©nts of 
Vitamin as a P-unctioo of fim®# 
Diffusion Coefficient DxlO® cm?/sec. 
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fabl© fill. The dlfrmslon coefficients of vltaalns 
lun 
lo. 
Mate­
rial 
Solution D at 20c 
Bxper. 
D at•25®C • 
G ^Ic . 
D at 2S®C 
Ixper. 
Mol. ••It. 
(stolces-
linsteia) 
•'Mol. lt» • 
(Stojkas* " i 
Slasteln* 
Ijongsworth)' 
1 %2 0«1 M KgSOl^ 14C3I 2,9(0) 22l|J|- 1335 
B BI2 0.1 I • 2.9f7i 2088 125l|. 
€ ®12 0.1 I K2®% 2.7{3)^  2703 1563 
D ®12 0,1 S KpSOi, 0,005 IKCt 
2.8(71 • 2316- 1373 
1 ®12a 0.1 1 KgSGf^  1.1{0) 2.2(i|.) ¥^96,; 2i|^6 
P ®12a • 0.1 M KgSOi^ .. 2.3{ii.) 393i|- 2l60 
Q %2a ' 0»1 H KgSOi|^ 2.3C7) 3792 2088 
^T^i^jeratur® tor this run was 3-0®-
^Tlils valu® is an average value for'the run Cj It should not be average! with 
tti® results A, B, and D becaus© of tfas' evident decoi^ositlon of vitamin at 
25.0°' in the absenc© of excess cyanide* 
2i{. 
It is evident from run "C" that decoiiposes somewhat 
in water,, probably with the liberation of • cyanide and th@ for-
matlon of Bi2^, the lattsr having a lowsr diffusion ooeffl-
citnt. Suoh a dissooiation haa been reeognlzed prevloiisly 
(28). That this disaoelation would b© repressed by th® 
praseno® of an ©X0@ss of cyanidd, as found in run "D*"., was 
expected. In th® presencs of excess cyanid®, is con­
verted to B^gCI (containing a total of two cyanidss) which 
is purple. Although a large ©xc©ss of cyanide is required 
to convert B12 ®12®'® quantitiv«ly (it-O), an appreciabl# 
amount of was present in the solution of run "D", for 
th# solution was purplish in color# differ 
only ilightly in weight (by 26 in 1370) and becaus® th© 
diffusion coefficient la invsrsBly proportional to the molacu-
lar weight, th© diffusion coefficients of th© two would b@ 
expected to differ by less than the experimental error (6 to 
10 per cent) in th© measurement* Suns "A", "B", and "D** may 
be averaged, therefore. 
Using the values of the diffusion coefficients at 25®» 
the apparent molecular weights were calculated using th© 
Stok®0-Einstein equation: 
T. « IT 1 
D r Bljyr 
which on substitution of Avogadro's number, "R" the 
universal gai constant, - the absolute temperature, "-y '* 
the viscosity of water and "r" - the radius of B2_2 molecule 
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oxprassed in terms of apparent specific volume is .simpli­
fied tos 
P . 3.3a X 10~^  
A value of 1#50 wa® used for th© density of aolution, 
and th@ .valu# of 1*38 for tb© density of in aolution as 
obtained from apparent specific volume measurements, fh® 
value 8*93 ^  10""'^ dym-^'Om^/see,^ waa used for th« viscosity 
of water, at 25°. fh# value obtained for th@ molecular weight 
of ZOB$, is eonaiderably highsr than th® velu© of 1370 
ealculatad from the cobalt analyais (57) of th® material dried 
in vaeuua at 80®# 
Application of the'empirieal modlfication of th© Stok#s-
Sinstein ©quation reoently developed by Longsworth {$$) 
D X 10^ • 33.06 / (1,367 - 1.750) 
leads to th® average molecular weights of and Bj^2a 1380 
and P225 respectively* At r«qu#st Dr., ifowa.rd Schachraan of 
th® Virus Laboratory, University of California, determined th® 
aedimentation ooefflsients of vitamins and B^Sa ^ 
potassim sulfate, Th® measurefflenta were mad© using the 
synthetio-boundary cell rae©.ntly described by Sohaehman and 
cowork«ra (59)* Schao.h3iian reports the following s®d.im«n-
tation coefficients (corrected to water at -.20®)! for 0*50 
Sv©db®rg units and for 0*52 units. Sach of thes# values 
i0 th@ average of three independent observations conducted 
ov®r a conoentratioa rang© of approximately 5 to 9 rag./ml. 
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The molecular weights of vitamins and were calculated 
by the S¥®db®rg ©quatloos 
If s Rfi/D{l -p¥ ) 
Where '"M" is the molecular weight, %*• - the gas constant, 
"s'* - th© i©diM#ntationi' co@ffici®nt, « th© diffusion 
oo®ffiol©nt, « th® apparent specifle voliaa©| and "P " 
th© d«naity of solution. These ealeulatlons yield molecular 
weights of li|.20 for vitamin 2230 for vitaiHln B2_2a* 
It is important to note that th#s® results should b® inde­
pendent of any asaumption as to th® ahap© or hydration and 
should represent th© unhydrat©d moleetales. Th© agxeeiaent 
,1th the ohomlcal molecular weight of 1370. la vary 
aatiafaetory and th® contention that 
S0©M substantially .Gonfir»®d» 
It should b® noted that values of "a" and "D** which hav® 
been ©xtrapolat®d. to s®ro coneentratlon should be used. It 
seems .probabl®, however, that concentration ®ffacts ar® rela­
tively sMiall for thos® smftll molecules. 
D. Cone 1 us ions 
I©w m@ftaurem«nts of the diffusion coeffieienta of 
vitamins and I%2a ^2*®® diffusion leethod giv® 
®12 ^ 10"*^ cffl.'^/aee, 2$^ 
®12a 2*3 (3) 3£ 2.0"^ cia.^/sac. 25® 
%2 decompossa slightly in water solution at room temper-
atiir«# fhis decomposition la repressed by cyanide and by 
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lowering the t^mpefatur©* 
falues for th® molecular wtlghts of th© two vitamin® 
calculated £wom th© diffusion coefficients indicatt that 
®12a ii a dimer in solution* Sttoh difflerlsmtlon oocurs onlj 
•aft©i* dissoXutlO'.a* fh® dlasarie char'actea? is also indicated 
bj m@a8UP®iieats of tli© s®diffl®ntatlon coefficient. 
As with tli0 ©arlier values for th© diffuaion coeffi­
cients, tha n#w values l®ad to^ a aolecular weight of ®12a 
twloa that of B3_2. Howevor. the X-ray crystal pattern 
of is ppacticallj Identieal (60) with that of 
th© Bjmamtvf•group int© which both fall is such that the. 
molecule, cannot b@ other than a Bionomtr. Any dimeriaation of 
®12a then occur after dissolution in water.. 
Assming that the maximw® prohahl© error in the laeasur®-
a©nts ©f th© diffusion ooefflci&.nts is 10 per cents th© error 
in ffiOloculAT weight calculated Is not .laor© than 30 per cent, 
fhis Accuraej 1» sufficient to Justify the conclusion- that 
the molecule of dia©rlz@s but that does not. 
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III. APPARENT SPECIFIC VOLUMES OP VITAMISS AID B3_2a 
A, Introduction 
In connection'With the calculations of molecular weights 
by th® Stokes-Elnstein-Longswortla and. Svedberg ©quatlona it 
was necessary to detemine -apparent specific volumes of 
vltamina ®l2a aqueous solution. Rapidity, pre­
cision, availability of mterlal and ©qulpmant were considered 
in aelecting an appropriate method for th® dstsrmination of 
th© density of th® solution. 
The density raeaauremonta were made by the pycnometar 
method, and th© calculations wore mad© using th® usual rela­
tionship: 
= i - g - ft X-
fi P. S 
in which "v^" is th© apparent specific voliane, "/?" and "/f " -
the densities of water and solution respectively, "V" - th© 
volume of th© pycnoiaeter, and "g" - the weight of th© solute. 
Th© molecular weight calculated indicated that vitamin 
®12a dlffl©rized in aqueous solution but offered no mechanism 
by which th® dlmerisation had occurred, A clue to this was 
obtained during th® course of th© density measurements# 
Erratic results were obtained In the Initial density measure­
ments on although no difficulty was experienced with 
®12* variation was traced to the time of contact of th® 
solutions with the atmoaphere and ultimately to dissolved 
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oxygen. 
B« lxperl5i©nfcal Work 
1. Materials 
Vitamin obtained from th© Squibb Institute for 
Medical Research, M@w Brunswick, I. J.», waa reeryatallized 
from carbon dlo-Jcide-fr«© water* 
Oxygen-free nitrogen wa® prepared by passing tank 
nitrogen through two scrubbers of -ranadous sulfate, on© 
scrubber of sodium hydroxide, and one of water. 
1 
Vitamin 'B^2e, prepared from the crya tall ins vitamin 
®12 •Jaydrogenatlon procedur® previously described, < 
2, Apparatus and procedure ^ 
A 5*0 »!• pycnoMster was used. Weighings were mad® on ; 
the Alnsworth fCX semlmicro balance using tares of identical 
weight and volume. Solutions were leapt in a water bath at 
25.00° i 0,01®. The balance room was thermostated to slightly 
below 25^. 
The pycnometer was charged with liquid already brought 
to equilibrium with oxygen-free nitrogen, air, or oxygen. 
'Water waa placed on a siaall conical flasic bearing a two-holed 
rubber stopper carrying lengths of glass tubing one' of which 
reached the bottom of the flask, and the a©cond of which 
served as a gas outlet. The gas was bubbled through the 
solution for about 1$ minutes# The crystalline vitamin was 
added through the gas outlet tube and thus dissolved In the 
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water without th® stopper having been removed. Th© gas 
stream was then continued'an additional 30 minutes* fhe 
solution was then transferred to th© pycnometer with a 
hjpodermie ayringe. In ©xygen-l'ree ©xperimtnti the pycnoiiieter 
and th© ajring# were well fluahed with nitrogsn and the opera­
tions were carried out in a larg® b©ak©r filled with continu­
ously flowing nitrog#n gas. fhe pycnometer waa then kept 
in the water bath for Minutes. lft@r th© pyonometer was 
taken out of th© bath It was rlns@d with aleohol and dried 
with a moist ehaaiois skin and handled without contact with 
the handa# Weighings war© mad© after 10 minutes-with the 
usual prsaautlons to minlmiz® static electrical effects. 
Ifttr weighing, and aliquot of 0.200 ml. was taken for 
cobalt analysla by the colorimetric method with 2-nitroso-
l-naphthol-i|.-sulfonlc acid (57)• 
Th© aaximuffl probable error in this determination of 
apparent specific volume la about 3 P®^ cent on the basis 
that the error in th® individual measurementa was not greater 
than 0.01° in temperatia-e, 0.00006 ml. per ml. in the volume 
of pycnometer, 0.00002 in th® weights, and 0*60 per cent of 
vitamin as obtained from the cobalt determination. 
Th© effect of dissolved.air on the density of water is 
noticeable only in th© 6th place. 
C« Resulti and DiscusaIon 
The results of the various iBeasureBienta of the apparent 
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speeiflc volumes of and presented in Table IX# 
The average values obtained ar®: 
®12 (Runs 1, 2, 3» and if): 0«665 
®12a* deasrated {Runa 10, 12, and 13) s 0<,650 
®12a» contact -with oxygen (Runa 5# 
6, 7, 9, 11» Ik and 15)s 0,713 
The apparent specific volume of independent of the gas 
with which th© solution is ©quillbrated as shown by Runs 1, 
2, 3f and }|. of Tabl® IX. The apparent specific volume of Bi2a, 
however, la dependent upon the presence of oxygen and leads 
to a higher valu®^ 0.713* as contrasted to 0,650. In the 
absence of oxygen the apparent specific volume of 
the same as that of The union of oxygen with B]_2a 
labile for on sweeping out the oxygen with a atream of 
nitrogen the apparent specific voluiae dropped to that of 
Big, Run 10, A fifteen minute period sweeping with nitrogen 
gas proved to be insufficient time for complete removal of 
the oxygen, lun 8. 
The densities of solutions are linear with concentration 
as expected, shown in Fig. I4.. 
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Table IX. Apparent specific volume of Tltsonlns aM ®12a 
Run Ho? Mate­
rial 
Equilibrat­
ing Gm 
Bsnalty of 
Solut ion 
Weight of 
Vitamin 
mg./ml. 
Volunn 
ml,/g 
1 • 1 BI2 Air 1.00031 9.557 0.662 
2 - 2 B12 Air 0.99978 0.670 
3 - 3 BI2 litrogen 0.99903 5.751 0.662 
- 3 ®12 Oxygen 0.99907 5 *751 0.669 
5 5 ®12a Air 0.99876 6,127 0.727 
6 • 6 
.Si2a Air 0.998ij.0 0.715 
7 - 7 ®12a Oxygen o.99S3i|. 4.SI1.5 0.720 
8 - jb ®12ft Nitrogen 0.998l{.2 0.706 
9 - 9 
•' ®12a Air 0.99832 I}-. 325 0,716 
®fh0 aecond nmbei' Indicates which solution was used, 
for tl-» meaat^ementj thus runs 3 and I4- were mad© on the same 
solution# 
^In Run 8, nitrogen wbb bubbled through th® solution 
for 15 minutes onlyi the oxygen was apparently Incompletely 
removed in this time. 
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Table IX« (Continued) 
Run : So? Mate­
rial 
Equilibrat­
ing Gas 
Density of 
Solution 
Weight of 
fitamin 
ffig./ral. 
Yoluffi® 
ml./g. 
10 - 9(10) litrogen 0.99Si|4 3.775 0,639 
11 - 10 %2a Oxygen 0»99821 3.775 0 .703  
12 - 12^ ®12a litrogen 0.99969 7.379 0.651 
13 - 12® ®12a Mltrogen 0.99961 7.379 0.660 
111- - ik^ ®12a Oxygen 0.99965 8.l|.25 0.707 
15 - 111-® ®12a Oxygen 0.99956 8.i|.25 0.702 
In fiun 10, nitrogen was bubbled through solution 9 
14 hours J th® resulting solution was given the n®w number 
10 beeaus® of the dilution on transf©r. 
d 
In Bun 12, the water was thoroughly deaerated before 
th© B^2a dissolved* ' 
^Solution 12 was allowed to stand for lii- hours and the 
measureraents were repeated. 
t 
In Run II4., oxygen was bubbled through a fresh solution 
for l\. hours, 
^Overnight treatment with oxygen. 
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The dlm^riaatlon of first; observed in diffusion 
coefficient measupemants Is caused by the union of with 
oxygen in a aens© of th© reactions 
HO ^ 
2 R GoClII) OH->-0g,!£-—= I CoClIl) - O2 Go(III) ^ + 2 OH" 
This union is reversibl© and undoubtedly accounts for the 
catalytic ©ffect of on air oxidation of iodid® (I4.6), 
Inasmuch as, Bi2a crystallized from water 
solution without th© addition of aceton® it is likely that 
th© function of aceton© is to ©xp©l th® oxygen from th© dlmer 
in a fashion similar to th© expulsion of oxygen from th© 
oxygenated Bis-(dlsallcylalethyl0n0dilHildo)-aquo dicobalt 
(61). 
D. Conclusions 
In presence of oxygen th© apparent specific volume 
of larger than that of Bj_g, th® values being 0*713 aM 
0.665» respectively. In absence of oxygen there.ia no per­
ceivable difforenc© in the apparent specific volume of 
and Bj_2a wlue being 0»650. Th© change of tim apparent 
specific volume of presence of oxygen can be accounted 
by ths interaction of molecular oxygen with 
of oxygen with labile and oxygen can be removed from 
the dlmer. 
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IV. AMPEROMSJHIC flTlATIOH OP %2a» A® OXfGSI 
A. Introduction 
Measur#B!®iits of the apparent specific volumes proved the 
n©c«aalty of the preseno© of oxjgen for the dlmerlzatlon of 
%2a aqueous solution# Howtver, this information was not 
sufficient for the determination of th® stoichlom©try of the 
dlmerlzatloa reaction# Various methods of investigation 
were oonsld©r©dj finally,, th© polarographlc metiiod was 
selaeted as being most applicable wltli th# small amounts of 
material avallabl®, 
The polarogrephy of vitamins and Bj_2a already 
b®®n investigated (38# 39» 14-3)* shows a aingl® two-
©leetron reduction wave at a half potential of -1«12 v» toward 
th® S.C.E, Vitamin shows two one-eleetron reduction 
•waves at half-wave pot©ntlel3 »0*0l|. and -1.02 v. toward the 
S.C.E. Oxygen dissolved in water shows two two-electron re­
duction waves, half-wav® potentials -0.03 v. and -O.96 v, to­
ward the S.C.I., corresponding respectively to the reduction 
of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide and of the latter to water. 
If and oxygen were pr©s®nt in the sam® solution and if 
no Interaction were to occur, th© wave heights of the first 
reduction wava would b© almply additlvs, inasmuch as, th© 
half-wave potentials of th© first reduction waves of th® two 
substancea are the same. On th® othar hand, if th© inter­
action occurs thisn a shift should b® observed in the half 
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wav© potential and ths wave heights should not b© additive 
but eharaetdristie of a new chemical species. 
In order to vary th© concentration of one component 
in the Mixture, a saturated oxjg@n solution of th® supporting 
electrolyte was used as a titrant* In effect, this study 
became an amperometric titration of vitaiain with oxygen. 
Similar amp®rom&trio studies were carried out on th® 
vitamins Bx2 ®12r» 
B. Experimental Work 
1* Materials and reagent® 
vitamin B^2' obtained from The Squibb Inatltute for 
Medical Reaearch, lew Brunswick, M* J., was recryatalllzed 
from deioniaed water. 
Vitamin was prepared from the crystalline 
the hydrogenation procedure previously described# 
Oxygea-free nitrogen was prepared by passing tank 
nitrogen through two scrubbers of vanadous sulfate, on© 
scrxibber of sodium hydroxide and one of water. The gaa waa 
led to th© apparatus through all glass tubing# 
Electrolytic hydrogen waa obtained from the low tempera­
ture laboratory of the Department of Physics, Iowa State 
College, The impurities in the hydrogen were determined by 
Dr» Harry J, Svec using the mass spectrograph. Oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, aethan© and other gaseous impurittea commonly 
found in conmercial cylinder hydrogen were absent. 
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Potassliiitt aulfat©j used for the preparation of supporting 
electrolyte solutions, was recrystalllzed from deionlzed 
water. 
Cylinder oxygen iiaa passed through a tower of aacarit© 
to remOY© aeldle gaaaes present, 
A standard cfiromoua ohlortd® was prepared from chromic 
chlorlds dissolved in 0»1 M hydrochloric acid by keeping it 
over amalgamated zinc In a Machlatt buret. A rubber balloon 
Inflated with nitrogen waa attached to th® upper optning of 
the buret# 
A standard solution of oxygen was prepared by bubbling 
purified oxygen gas throiigh 0,1 N potassim sulfate solution 
for 6 hours, fhe solution was stored in a Machlett buret 
over which pure oxygen waa Maintained slightly above atiaos-
ph®rie pressure by a. balloon inflated with oxygen and attached 
to the upper side arm of the buret, 
A standard potagsiiaai iodat® solution was prepared by 
dissolving reagent grade potassium lodate in boiling deionized 
water, !rh0 hot solution waa transferred to th® Machlett 
buret and it was atorad over nitrogen atBiosphere* 
A standard thio-sulfat© solution was prepared by dis­
solving reagent grade sodium thlosulfate In distilled water, 
Manganous sulfate solution was prepared from th® reagent 
grad® Bianganous sulfat© tetrahydrat© * The absence of manganic 
and ferric salts was checked by th© addition of thia solution 
to an acidified potasaluia iodide solution. Only a slight 
it-O 
trace of lodia© waa liberated. 
Alkalin® Iodide reagent .was prepared by dissolving 700 
g, of reagent grad® potasaiwrn hjdroxld© and 150 g.' of reagent 
grade pofcasslwn iodide in one liter of deionlzed water# The 
reagent was checked for free iodine bj the addition of starch 
to an acidified portion of the reagent. This test indicated 
the absence of nitrites, iodates, and ferric salts. 
2. App&r&tui 
A Sargetit Model XXI polarograph was tised» The functional 
operation of this Instrument was checked frequently against 
a standard reslgtanea» fh® polarograph cell used was the 
uaual type» fh® tip of the Maehlett buret containing the 
standard oxygen solution was inserted along side of the 
capillary and the salt bridge of the saturated calomel elec­
trode. 
A Beclciaan DXI spectrophotometer was used in making the 
coloriroetric determinations of cobalt. 
A Beckman CJ pH meter employing calomel and platinum 
electrodes was used for the potentiometric titrations. 
3. Peteraination of the oxygen in the standard iolution 
In preliminary work the concentration of the oxygen In 
the standard solution was obtained by interpolating the values 
for the solubility of oxygen at various teisperatures as 
given in Lange's Handbook., and checked by the calculations 
Involving polarographic data.* In later work, the oxygen 
concentration waa determined by direct chemical measurement. 
i|.x 
either by a ia«as«r®d volume of standard oxygen solution (62), 
or by th© Winkler method (631• The agreement between various 
methoda was quite satisfactory as shown in fabl© X, 
Chromous ehlorld® method. The ehromoua ehlorida method 
proved to b® a rather tedious and timt consuming method for 
the deteriiiiiiation of oxygen. Throughout the titration oxygen 
had to be excluded not only from the titration vessel but 
also from the standard solutions. The chromous chlorid© 
solution was standardised against th© standard ferric per-
chlorate solution which was prepared by dissolving iron wir© 
in perchloric acid# fhls solution was heated until the dens© 
fumes of perchloric aoid appeared. Th© end point was deter­
mined potentloaetrlcally using calom#! and platlnuai electrodes, 
Th© results obtained war© not aa reproduclbl© as In 
th© titration of th© chroaous chlorid© solution with the 
oxygen-free lodat«» An excess of lodat® was added to the 
chromous chlorid®, and the sxc«ss of iodin® was back titrated 
by the sam® chroBioua chloride# or by th© standard thlosulfate 
using starch as the indicator. The lattQr modification did 
not require exclusion of oxygen after th® excess of iodat® 
was added* 
A wid© mouth titration vessel containing a four-holed 
rubber stopper giving ©nough apace for the three tlpa of 
Rtechlett burets and a glass tubing for nitrogen was used 
for the titration of oxygen solution. After dea©ratlon of 
th© titration vessel $.,00 al. of th® standard chromous 
i}2 
Table X. Detemination of oxygen concentration by different 
methods 
Standard 
Oxyg«n 
Solution 
lumber 
Winkler 
Method 
Polarographie 
Method 
Chromons 
Oxidation 
ffethod 
1 29.7 
29*9 29.8^ --
30.6 
30.|. 
29.8 
29.9 30.2^ '^  
29.0 
29.1 
29.8 29,3^ 
2 ZL.Z 
274 27.3"'^  
26,1 
274 
27.6 
ZHMB ZH.F' 
26.6 
27.5 
26.2 
27.9 27. r® 
3 30.5 
30.3 
304 304^  ^
31.2 
30 
30.3 
3X.3 30 
29.9 
294 
304 29*9^ 
#1 The average value for th© determination# 
chloride solution were added from th® Maohlett buret following 
in succtsaion with ^ ,00 ml. of standard oxygen solution. Th© 
@xc@ss of chroBious chloride was oxidized with th© standard 
iodate. The starch solution was added, and the excess of 
iodln© was back titrated with the standard thiosulfate. 
Oxygen cone®ntration was calculated from th® milliequivalents 
of chromous, chloride used for th© reduction of oxygen. 
The results -obtained by th© chromous chlorld® method had 
greater deviation.,, and th© average values on th® whole wer© 
lower than tha values obtained by the Winkler or polarographic 
methods, 
Ulnlcler metbod. The Winkler method was the moat r©ll-
abl® method for the determinatioii of oxjgen. Allquots of 
200 ml, were taken for oxjgen analysis, fhe size of the 
sanipls was th# only draw back in this d@termination. The 
results obtained by this method war® in good agreement with 
the polarographic i@teralnatlon, and th© deviation from th© 
average valu® was rather araall. 
The procedure from th® "Standard Methods for th© Exami­
nation of Water and Sewage" was followed. 
Polarogrftphio method. The polarographic method proved 
to be the quickest of the thr®e methoda involving the actual 
deterittination of oxygen. Exactly 5*00 ai^.. of th© supporting 
©leetrolyt®, 0*1 I potasaim sulfate, wsre placed in th® 
polarographic cell. The cell was flushed thoroughly with 
oxyg0n*fr«0 nitrogen. A small portion of th® ataadard oxygen 
solution waa than added, th© solution was atirred gently, 
and the polarogram was then recorded., A faint atream of 
nitrogen was passed over the surface of th© liquid during 
these operations., A further voluai© of th© standard oxygen 
solution was then added and th® polarogram was recorded. 
The temperature wai maintained at 2$^ ± 0.2®. "Ph© concen-
tratio,n of oxygen in th® solution was calculated by th© 
Ilkovic equation using th® value 2.60 x 10**^ cm.^/aec. for 
the diffusion coefficient of oxygen {6J4.) and the diffusion 
current for the first reduction wave of oxygen. 
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• 1|.. DetermlKatlon of co.balt 
lllquots of Tarlous solutlom war# analyzed for cobalt 
by first destroying th© organic matter by fuming with per­
chloric acid and then determining th© cobalt with 2-nitroso-
l-Kiaphthol»ij.-sulfonlo acid C57)» 
$• Amperoiaetric titration, of 
Exactly 0.00 ml, of th® .supporting ©lactrolyte, 0.1 I 
. potasalum sulfate, w.as placed in th© polarograph cell. A 
platinum boat containing the erystallin® above 
th® liquid in th© o@ll# The cell was flushed thoroughly 
with oxyg©a-fr©© nitrogen* Boat and dropped 
into th© solution. After sufficient time for mixing and 
dissolution, the polarogram was recorded, A small portion 
of the stand.ard oxygon solution wm th«n addad, th© solution 
was stirred gently, and th® polarogram was then rocorded*. 
A faint stream of nitrogen was passed over the surface of 
th® liquid during th©s® operations.•> A further volume of 
th® standard oxygen solution was then added and th® polaro* 
gram again recorded. This sequence was repeated until 
sufficient oxygon had been added to have coaibinod with th© 
®12a* the end of the titration tho solution was diluted 
with roeaaured amount of th® standard oxygen solution to 
exactly 10.0 ml. and an aliquot of 0.200 ml, was taken for 
cobalt analysis. ' fhe teiapsratur® throughout th® titration 
was maintained at 25° ± G'.2°. 
fh# diffusion current was si.easured on the polarograms 
14^ 5 
p©eo.rd®d toy the standard protsedur©. Using th© values for 
the diffusion currents obtained ©xperlmentally, values w®re 
ealculated for tha diffusion current whleh would have been 
obtained had th©r@ b«@n no dilutions 
U z % (¥ + v)A 
corrected measured 
in which - is th© initial voluia® of th© supporting 
alectrolft©, and "v" - the volume of the titrant added. 
Typical polarograms ar© shown in Fig» $, fh® reaulta 
of a r@Fr©s©iitatlv@ titration ar# summariaed in T&bl© XI 
and shown graphically in Fig* 6. fh« end-point for this 
titration was found to b© at 2.18 ml. 
Fig, 5 PolarograiBs of ¥itamln Oxygen, %2a 
Oxyg©n (at End-point), and Supporting Eleetroljta. 
Cwvss for B^2a %2a oxygen were obtained on the 
same aolutioiisj that of oxygen was obtained on a solution 
containing l«aa oxygen than required to reach the end-point,. 
Q. 
E 
0 
1 
•*— 
c 
0} 
3 
o 
0.00 
B|2O +02 (at end-point) 
//amp. 
Sup. Elec. 
Total Cobalt: 3.73 millimoles 
4=" 
—4 
0.00 -0.30 -0.60 -0.90 -120 -1.50 -1.80 
Potential-volts vs. S.C.E. 
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Table XI. Polarographio. behavior of solutions of oxjg&n and 
of Bi2a plus oxyg®n* (Initial volume of ,tli@ sup­
porting ©leotrolyt©, 5*00 ml»j initiftl ooneentra-
tion of 0.*7i|.6 araolar) 
Ommn Added . Diffusion Current Observed 
folum©' of Quanflly Oxygen"'' ' 
Standard niRiolei Alone" Oxygen 
Solution^ ;nasap-». 
ml. 
0.00 0.000 0.00 0,51 
0.25 0.220 0.43 0.60 
0.50 o.i|,36 0.88 0.70 
O.TS 0.65l|. 1.30 0,96 
1.00 0.Q72 1.75 1.07 
1.25 1.090 2.05 1.12 
1.50 1.308 2.i|.5 1.2if 
2.00 i.tMt 2.92 1.1^ 6 
2.25 1,960 3^ih 1.61 
2.50 2.180 3.36 1.77 
3.00 2.620 3.60 2.10 
3.50 3.050 l|,. 12 2.39 
i|.,00 3.lf90 it-. 53 2.7if 
Coneentration of th© atandard solutlonj 1) 26.9 
(from th© polarograplilc data and caleulatloni using Ilkovic 
equation)! 2) .27,i|. p^,p»in. (Winkler laethod), 
determined by blank run. 
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Table XI# (Continued) 
Oxyg#a Added 
¥bl'uiae ' of  ^ QuinHly' 
Standard maoles 
Solution 
Diffusion Current Calculated 
Oxygen 
Alo.a«° 
Bx2a' 
Oxjgen 
Assuming So 
Interaction^ 
Oxygen 
Observed 
?alues Cal^ 
eulated to 
Original® 
0.00 0,000 0.00 0.51 0,51 
0.25 0.220 o.i{.6 0.97 0.63 
0.50 0.436 0.97 l.ll-S 0.77 
0.75 o.65i|. • 1.50 2.01 1.10 
M
 
« O
 
o
 
0.872 1»99 2.50 1.28 
1.25 1.090 2.56 3.07 1.1+0 
1.50 1.3080 3»08 3.59 i.6l 
2.00 i*7hh il|..00 ksi 2.04 
2.25 1.960 i}.«5o 5.01 2*3it. 
2.50 2.180 if.85 5«1|.6 2.65 
3*00 2.620 6.08 6.59 3*36 
3*50 3*050 6.80 7*31 4.06 
if* 00 3490 8.05 8.56 it-*93 
®Diffusion current aalaulatad from the diffusion current 
observed to th© diffusion current which would have been ob* 
served had no dilution occurred during the titration 
^^corrected " ^^measured 
WfM - tht initial volume (5*00 ml.) and "v" -» th© volum® of 
the titrant added. 
diffusion current of oxygen corrected to original volume 
(5«00 ml.) plug diffusion current of 
®Observed diffusion current -of Bx2a plus oxygen corrected 
to original volume. 
Plg« 6 Amperomstrlc Titration of 
with Standard Oxygen Solution, 
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5.00 
4.00 
Theoretical, no interaction, 
B|2o+02 X^/ 
cL 
E 0 
55. 
1 
 ^3.00 
a> 
Oz alone 
3 
o 
2.00 
Titration of Bi2a with Og _ 1.00 
12a ^lone 
0.00 3.0 4.0 2.0 
Oxygen - ml. std. soln. 
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6» Aaperometrlc titration of 
Grystallin© was dissolved in about 5*2 MI1« of 0»1 N 
potassium sulfate, and it was hjdrogenated for seven hours 
using platinum as a catalyst. The hydrogenated solution was 
transferred from the hydrogsnttion vessel through a fritted 
glass filter ©quipped with all glass connections to the 
polarograph cell# fh# oell and all th® apparatus were oon-
tinuously flushed with a stream of nitrogen and hydrogen, 
litrogen was bubbled for ftddltlonal flv© minutes through the 
solution and then- th® polarogram was recorded,. A SKiall por­
tion of the standard oxygen solution was then added, the 
solution was stirred gently, and the polargram was recorded. 
This s©qu@nae of operations was repeated until sufficient 
oxygen had been added to have passed tbeoretleal ©nd-point. 
®biroughoiit the titration a faint stream of nitrogen waa swept 
over th© surface of th© solution# Th© temperatur© was main­
tained at 2$^± 0,2®. 
It th© ®nd of th© titration the solution was transferred 
to a voluaetric flaak^, The cell was rinaad with small por­
tions of the atandard oxygen solution, measured from the 
Machlett buret, until th© voliaaetric flask was filled to th© 
mark. Th© differenc© in the volume of the volumetric flask 
and the volume added during and after the titration gave th® 
initial volume of before the ti'tratlon. An aliquot of 
0.200 ml, was tak®n for cobalt analysis. 
Blank polarograms war® racorded in a separate gariea of 
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runs for th© supporting electrolyte alon© and w«re treated 
with awccespiv© portions of th© atandard oxjg@n solxation. 
Typical polarograms are ^ shown In Fig. 7* 
file diffusion current was measured on the polarogranis 
recorded by th© standard procedure. Th® diffusion currtnta 
obtained experlnisntally were eorreetad for the dilution ai 
described previously, Th© results for a representative 
titration suiiin.arlz0d la Tabl® XIJ and shown in Pig# 8'indi-
cmt&d pr©t®iice of two end-points, at 1.1? al* and at 3*k^ 
ml. of standard oxyg©n solution. 
1 
i 
Pig, 7 Polarograais of Oxygen, B^gr Oxygen, and Supporting Electrolyt©. 
1 4 
Bifir ***02 (at end-point) 
Sup. Elec. 
0.00 
Total Cobalt: 4.51 millimolts 
+0.20 0.00 -0.30 -0.60 -1.20 -0.90 -1.50 -1.80 
Potential-volts vs. S.C.E. 
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Tabl® XII* Polarographlc behavior of solutions of oxygon and 
®12P plus oxyg&n-t (Initial velum© of the supporting 
©lectrolyt®, •I1-.97 ®1»S initial conoentration of' 
®12r» 0*906 mmolar). 
Oxygen Mded , , Diffusion Current Qbseryed 
?ol. of ' 'Quan^. Oxygep • _ ' '' 'fe.2r I'lua' -bxyEeK '• 
Stand* mnoles Alone® laiHli Ist' Cath. Impur* '2nir"5aiE. 
Sol»® At«ap» fav© Wa^e, lav# Waf® 
ml*. ijainp*. >uafflp. /«amp. x^ amp# 
0,00 0,000 0.00 0.95 0.00 0,00 1.00 
0.25. 0.230 o.i|.9 0.53 0,02 0, oij. 0,99 
0,50 0.I1.65 o.9i|. 0,33 0*07 0,10 0,96 
0,75 0,700 1.3l|- 0,23 O.lii, 0.16 0.93 
1.00 0.93I1- 1.7i+ 0,07 0.22 0,22 0.90 
1.25 1,170 0,00 0.32 0.32 0.91 
1.50 l^i^OO 2.38 0,00 o,i|.3 0,26 1,02 
2,00 1,870 2,91^  0,00 0,63 0,10 1,26 
2.50 2.3i|.G 0,00 0,97 0,00 l,kk-
3.00 2,820 3.9if 0.00 1,11}. 0.00 1.59 
ii-.OO 3.7i|.o 0.00 1.92 0,00 2,11 
k'So l}..220 0,00 2 .i|-0 0.00 2,56 
Coneentration of the .standard solution: 1) 30#2 p.p.m.-
(from the polarograpMc data and ©.alculationa using Ilkovi«5 
0quat.lon)|. 2) 29»8 p.p.M, (Winkler method). 
v. 
As determined by blank rim. 
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Table XII. (Continued) 
Oxjgen Md#d Dlffuaion Current Calculated® 
fol, of Quant. 6xjg©H B 1 Plus Ox jg&n 
Stand# 
Sol» 
nwolea Alon®, 
^aap. 
Anodlo 
Wave 
ist Cath. 
lav© 
^amp. 
Impur. 
Wav® 
rfjamp. 
Snd Cath 
Wave 
jf amp. 
0»00 0.000 0.00 0.95 0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.25 0.230 0.51 0.55 0.02 O.Oli, 1.00 
0.50 0.i|.65 1.03 0.35 0.08 0.11 1.05 
0.75 0.700 1.56 0,27 o.i6 0.18 1.06 
1.00 omk- 2.06 0.09 0.26 0.26 1.08 
1.25 1.170 0.00 040 0.l{.0 1.13 
1.50 l.l|.01 3.10 0.00 0.57 0.3i{. 1.35 
2.00 1.870 ij..l2 0.00 0.88 O.lif 1.76 
2.50 2.3^ 1-0 0.00 i.li5 0.00 2,16 
3.00 2.820 6.30 0.00 1.82 0.00 2.55 
1|_.00 3.7l|.0 0.00 3.i^ 5 0.00 3.80 
i+.50 1|..220 0.00 I1-.55 0.00 I1-.85 
®Dlffusion current calculated from the diffusion current 
observed to th© diffusion current which, would have b©@n 
observed had no dilution occurred during the titration 
corrocted a©a.sur@d 
• the initial volum# (1|.#97 ml,} and "v*' - th©. volume of 
th© titrant added. 
Pig, 8 Afflperometrlo Titration of 
with Standard Oxygen Solution. 
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5,00 
4.00 
Oxygen alone 3.00 
t 2.00 
2nd Cathodic 
Wave / 
1st Cothodic Wave 
.00 
Impurity Wave 
0.00 
Titration of Bia, with 0. 
Anodic Wave 
Co 4 
-1.00 4.0 3.0 2.0 
Oxygen - ml. std. soln. 
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7» Amperometrlc titration of Bi 
^Crystallin© dissolved In 5*00 of 0.1 I 
potassium sulfate which was placed in th© polarograph cell. 
The first polarogram was obtained after the de-aeration 
and mixing of th« solution, fh© titration was carried out 
In th® sam® manner aa that uaed for the titration of Bi2a 
as d®scribed earlier. 
Blank polarogranis war® obtained on the supporting 
electrolyte treated with the swcceaaitr© portions of th© 
standard oxygen sol-ution, Tha results of a rapr©s@ntative 
titration ar® giv#n in Tabl® XIII. 
C« Results and Discussion 
Th® treatment of B2_2a "^ith oxygen shifted th© half-wave 
potsntiala of the first and second mm@a in th© n#gativ© 
direction. In addition, th© diffusion ciarrents ' observed 
were leaa than, the M\m of oxjg&n. diffusion'currents. 
Th® diffusion curr@nta continued to b« amaller to th© point 
where one molscula of osgrgen had been added for ©very two 
molecules of Beyond this point, th© diffusion current 
Increased at th© rat® found for the addition of oxygen to 
th® supporting electrolyte| se© th® titration curve of Pig. 
6. Th© results of four titrations ar.® shown in Table XI¥. 
The polarogram obtained at the end-point is shown in Pig. 
As will be .seen, th© first wave of the oxygen-bearing dlmer 
is well defined with a half-w.av® potential o.f -0.52 v. 
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Tabl® XIII, Polarographic behavior of oxygen and of Bj^p 
plus oxygen, (Initial folum© of the supporting 
alectrolyt®, S»0O ml.j Initial ooncentration 
of B^2*- 0.750 HiBolar} 
,' Oxygen Added Dif, Current Observsd Dif. Current Calc,*^ 
¥ol. of 
Standard 
Solution® 
ml-. 
Quantity 
raiaolea 
dxyg®n 
Alon©^ 
Af a mp, 
•Bi2 
Oxygen 
Af&mp. 
oxygen 
Alone 
4^ amp, 
Biz i'-Lua 
Oxygen 
a^itip. 
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 
0.50 0.1^ 36 0,88 0,88 0.97 0.96 
1.00 0,872 1.7k. 1.71 2,09 2.05 
1.50 1.308 2,k2 2 3.15 3*11!-
2.00 1.7l|li. 2,88 2.87 i^ .,0^  I|,.01 
2.50 a, 180 3.3I1 • 3.32 5.03 If.. 98 
3.00 2,620 3*77 3*714. 6,014. 5.97 
3.50 3.050 1^ ,12 1I..05 7.00 6.89 
I1..OO 3490 l|..5i 8,12 8.00 
®"Cono@atpation of the standard solution 27*9 p»p»m. 
(Winklar Method). 
^As determined by blank run* 
^Biffuaioii current calculated from the' diffusion current 
observed to the diffusion current which would hav© been 
observed had no dilution occurred during th© titration 
^corrected ^laeasured ^ 
- th® initial volume (5*00 ml.)  and "v" - the volume of 
th@- titrant added. 
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Table IIV Titration results of ®12& oxygen. 
Titra­
tion 
Mo. 
Cobalt 
Taken 
jnmolea 
Oxygen 
R©quir©d 
to Beach 
Bnd-point 
naaoles 
Ratio 
C0SO2 
Diffusion 
Current® 
AfaiBps 
"n" ElsC' 
trons ^  
1 3.73 1.93 1.95 2 a? 3.38 
2 2.85 I.I4J4. 1,98 1.91 3.8lj. 
3 I+.67 2.23 2.09 3.05 3.78 
k 1^.39 2.33 1,85 2,52 3.32 
%iffusion eurrant at th© ©nd-polntj corrected for di­
lution during titration. 
^•'calculated by th@ Ilkovic equation, n - i^/(605 C 
m% t« ), in which i^** - is th® diffusion currant at the 
©nd-point, - the aiilll molar concentration of BIOQ dimor, 
«D" - the diffusion coefficient of Bnga dimsr (2*33 x 10"^ 
cBi,,2/sec.)» and '^m% " - the capillary constant at -0.1 v. 
toward S»C.l. (1,875 Mg. aeci^ ). 
(contrasted with •0*0i}. v. for the aonomer), and th© 
second wave is spread out with a half-wav© potential of 
-I.2I4. ¥. (tta contrasted to -1.02 v, for th® monomer). 
Th® reaction b©tw®«n Bx2r oxygen apparently took 
place stepwise, a first step in which th® cobalt is oxidiaed 
to th© trivalent state (conversion of Bj^^r ®12®.^' * 
second step in which th® dimerization ia effected. B;j_2r 
its@lf is characterized by an anodic wav® of half-wave po­
tential -O.9I4. V. toward tha S.C.iS. In tha early part of 
th© titration with oxygen th® anodic wave dlaappsared and was 
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replaced by a cathodic wav® cliaraot®ristie of B^2a^ second 
cathodlc wave of Gliangs In height or position 
(this wave is ©ssentiallf in th® same position as the second 
cathodie w®v« of presumably r©pp«s6ati th® same re­
action, that ia, th« reduction of biiral®»t cobalt to univa­
lent cobalt). This first reaction tnded abruptly at the ratio 
BigpSOg • i|.sl» the color of th© solution at this point had 
turned froa brown to r@d-orange. Up to this point, the re­
action consisted simply in th® oxidmtion of th® cobalt from 
'the bivalent to the trivalent state. Beyond the first ©nd-
polnt the two cathodic waves w©r© shifted to mor® negative 
potentials and th© behavior was identical with that observed 
in the titration of with oxyg®n» Th© second end-point 
occurred at th© ratio thus th© second part 
of th© titration consisted in the diinoriiation produced by 
the union of ona molocule of oxygen to two molecules of Bi2a« 
The results of three titrations of Bigp with oxygen solution 
are shown in Table X¥. 
There Is present in th© polarogram of a small, unex­
plained wav® of half-wave potential -0,55 the diffusion 
current for which represents about 0*25 electrons per mol®-
cul© of B3_2a* fhia w«v® la designated here for convenience 
as th® Impurity wavelet# On treatment of oxygen, 
the Impurity wavelet is shifted progr®asiv©ly to more positive 
potentials and decreased in height, finally, at tbe'„®nd-point 
of th® titration, it disappearad at the potential at which 
fable M, fitration results of with oxygen 
Titra- Cobalt Oxygen lequired to Eatlo Coj02 at Diffusioa Curpont® llectroaa^ 
tlon fakea Reach End-pointi End-pointsj at Ind-points: at End-point 
lo. Bimoles 1st 2nd 1st 2nd Isf 2nd 1st 2nd 
Bimoles minoles ,<|ainp. jCf&mp* 
1 lf.51 1.11 3.26 1^ ,08 1.38 1«10 2»9'2 0,63 3.7ii. 
2 5.25 • 1,.32 1^ 03 1.31 o,6i|. 
3 l|..23 1.07 3-.25 3.95 1.30 1.11 2..80 0.67 3.82 
^Diffusion current at the'«nd-point| corrected for dilution. Data for rian 2 
was taken beyond the end-point* 
'^Calculated hj th© Ilkovic equation; n » i^/(605 C Dg la^ t''^ ) in which "i^** is 
tha diffusion current at the end-poiat; '''C" - is the millifflolar eoncentratioa of 
in caleulatioas at tli® first ©nd-point, concentration of «s used, 2) 
in ealculations at the second ©nd-point eoncentration, that equivalent to tli© B2^2a 
diffl®r was usedj **D" - ia th© diffusion coefficient;!) in the ealeulations at th® 
first eiid-point, the diffusion coefficient that of Bjp (2.,^$ x XQ"^ cm.^/sec,) was 
used, in the calculations at tbe second end-point, tne diffusion coefficiertt that 
of Bx2« diuar (2.33 ^  lO"*" was used; ** - is the capillary constant 
at -0,1 V. toward S*C«1.. (1.875 aec»'4; ). 
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it would mepg® with the wave of th© oxjgen'-bQaring dlmer 
(CosOg == 2:1)« Th® impurity wavel©t ia not present in th© 
polarogram of Bxgy# It app#ared on th® first addition of 
oxygen to B2_23^ increased in h@ight with each successive 
addition of oxygen, reaching a aaxlmiiBi at the first end 
point CCo:02 s Beyond the first ©nd-point th® impurity 
wavelet decreased in height, shifted toward th© left, and 
merged with the wave of the dlmer at the second snd-point. 
That is# th0 behavior is Identical to thet of Bj_2a durling 
this part of th© titration. 
Th© titration of with standard oxygen solution 
showed no interaction between the two substances. Th© dif­
fusion currents throughout th© titration were slraply those 
indicatsd by th© addition of th© diffusion currents of th© 
two materials, 
D. Concluaioni 
Tha araperoiaetric titration confirmed th© earlier find­
ings that vitamin dlmerlE©d through the agency of oxygen* 
It was fta:»ther established that the combining ratio was two 
molecules of with one molecul® of oxygen# 
¥lta»iin failed to combine with'oxygen which is also 
in agreement with the earlier measurements of diffusion 
coefficients and appmrent specific volumes. 
The results obtained fro« the titration of B]^2r' with 
oxygen are in accord with the concept of B3^ 2r* That is, B2_2|. 
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is the bivalent cobmlt Gompound which is ©asily oxidiasd to 
give Bi2a* titration showed two end points 
corresponding first to the oxidation of th© oobalt and aeooad 
to .th# diaidrization of B3_2a* 
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V, COKDUC'ri¥I!Pr OF fITAMII 
A. Intro'duetloa 
In the ©arlj studies on vitamin Iowa Stat© Col-
leg® by Dr. Diehl and co-woricera, insasureMents w©r© amd® of 
the ©lectrical conductttnces of solutions of vitamins Bj_.2 
and B^2^* Erratic arid uuexplainable results were obtaiaed, 
th® conductivities changing with tim©, Th© present studies 
on the diiaerination of in presence of oxygen Indicate 
that oxygen perhaps was reaponsihl® for th© earlier diffi­
culties., For this reaaon the electrical conductance meas­
urements were repeated with attention to the exposure of tli© 
aolutiona to oxygen. 
B. Experimental Work 
.1. Material a 
?itaiain prepared from cryatalline B3_2 the. 
hydrogenation procedure {previously described). 
Heagent grade potassium chloride was recrystallised from 
deionized water. 
Oxygen- and hydrog©n*free nitrogen waa prepared by passing 
tank nitrogen through two scrubbers of vanadous sulfate, one 
scrubber of aodiuoa hydroxide, and one of water. This purifi­
cation train was followed by a hot tub® of cuprous oxide mx-& 
metallic copper. The hot stream of nitrogen was cooled and 
finally passed through a water scrubber. 
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2» Appayatus and procedure 
Conductimetrlc measurements were carried out using a 
30 ml. Leeds and lorthrup Tjp© hC conductivitj cell and 
Jones bridge equipped with a signal generator, aaiplifler, 
oscllls* s a detector# and oil bath controlled within 
The conductivity cell constants w@r© determined at 
various concentrations of potassium chloride in the rang© 
of 0.#02 1 to 0.0001 M, using ap®elfic conductance values 
Exactly 25*0 ml» of conductivity water were placed Into 
the hydroge-natlon vessel containing sealed In glass and 
saturated ealoael electrodes for the purpose of measuring 
pH of solution in presence and In absence of oxygen. 
A platinuB boat with the crystalline B2^2a hung above 
the sOTfac® of water. The water was deaerated by the passage 
of nitrogen for 1.5 hours. The boat was dropped into the 
deaerated water, and the solution was mixed well, fhe'pH 
was measured at Intervals for si^ hours. Meanwhile, the 
conductivity cell was well flushed with pure nitrogen. The 
cell was kept In a large beaker filled with continuously 
flowing nitrogen. The solution of was transferred from 
the hydrogenstion vessel to the conductivity cell through 
glass tubing with ground glass connections. After the cell 
was filled, it was closed with a glass stopper and sealed 
xfith paraffin wax. I'he cell was placed in th© oil bath, and 
0.01, 
cited In literature (65)* 
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th® 'first, readings were obtained after I4.5 minutes using 2000 
cyelea per second signal. Ths resistane© of th© solution was 
continuously measured for 18 houri. Th® contents of tb© e@ll 
were then transferred to the hydrogenation vessel and oxygen­
ated hj passing a pur© oxygsn stream through the solution for 
1$ fflinutea. Again, th© same solution was plao©d into th® 
conductivity cell and the m®asur@.m©nts were repeated following 
the resistance values for 18 hours. An aliquot of 1«00 ml, 
waa then taken for cobalt analysii. The contents of th© 
cell wer© then transferred Into th® ml* volumatric flask 
and diluted to th© marlc* An aliquot of 3O.O ml. was taken 
for titration using th© standard hydroehlorle acid. 
C» Besulti and Discussion 
Conductanc® measurements of oxygen fre® and 
oxygenated solutions revealed spectacular differences.-
Th© results ar© shown in fable X?I. 
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Table X¥I. CQnductane© laeasiipements of B_ „ solutions i«ia 
Material pff Reslstancs 
ohms 
Specific 
Conductanoe 
ohm*"^  
Molar 
Iquivalent 
Gonductanc© 
cm.^ ohm~l 
eq."^ 
®12a 7»98 333^.68 6.38 X 10"5 75.1 
®12a free 3532.50® 642 X 10-5 75.5 
®12a oxjg@nB.te^d . 84o 1669.8i|. 12.87 X 10"^ 151.2 
Bi2a oxygenated 1635.27® 13.02 X 10*^ 153.5 
1635.27® 13.02 X 10"^ 307.0^ 
^Keslatanc© measurenients w©r@ mad® 18 hours, after the 
run was started. 
-u 
"Molar equivalent conductaac® was eomputsd using th© 
concentration, that of dlm«r. {1^*2$ x 10-4- M.)* 
Concentration of B^paJ B.fo x 10"*4- M, 
Bath temperatiar®! *5® ± 0.01°, 
Cell constant! 0*213» 
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The actual knowledge of the eff©ctiv© dlffusion eoaf-
ficients ©nables calculation of the equivalent eonductances 
of the B3_2a Jo^onommT and B3_2a diffl®3^ by the equation (66) ; 
D = "^ -^ 2 = 2-67 X 10-7 
fhe ealculated values for the equivalent eonduetances of 
Bl2a CRGoCllDHgO)"^ aM (RCoClII)-02-
CoClIIlR)"^"*" ions ai»0 respectively, 11,0 and 17«5 
ohia""^ ©quiv,"^* Thes® ealeulations are based on the valuta 
of diffusion coeffioi#nta deterained by th@ free diffuaion 
method! 2.95 X 10-6 cm.2/M0. for 
for ^ 12)* 2.33 X 10"^ c».^/s#o* for dlmer (as oh-
tain©d experimentally). 
Purthermore, th© ©quivalsnt conductances at infinite 
dilution ar© equal to th® suai of th® ionic conduetancas 
giving- th® valuea; 209 for «nd l|.13*5 for 
diiaer. Thes® values w@r@ obtained assuming followii^ equa­
tions: 
ROodlDOH + HgO «= (HCodlDHaOf + OH-
and 2 HOo(III)OH + Og i=s (RCo(IlI)-02-Co(III)Rr+ aOH" 
In a qualitative way, it is evident that in absence of oxygeK, 
vitamin ® monomer in solution with a consider-" 
able part of th© hydroxyl ions directly bound to the cobalt 
atom. In cas® of the dimor the ©quilibriura is shifted aior® 
to th© right, which la ©vidont from th© higher values of th@ 
equivalent conductances* 
iz 
D, Conclusions 
Til© specific conductance of solutions changes 
diraati(3ally in preaenc© of oxygen. The change in apecifle 
conductftnise is attributed to the formation of dimer. 
The equivalent conductane© values far monomer and 
®12a infinite dilution were calculated from the 
diffusion coefficient constants being 209 and l|,13»5» re­
spectively. It is apparent that an appreciebl® amount of 
th® hydroxyl ions are bound directly to th© cobalt atom. 
During th© formation of B2_2^ dimer in preaenc® of oxygen, 
two hydroxyl ions are liberated by on® molecule of ' 
dimer which caussa th@ Increaae in pH and in apecifle con­
ductance. 
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VI. SPECT10PH0T0«RIC WSURlMENfS 
A. Introduction 
Certain ujisxplaineci variations in th© absorption sp©e-
truin of vitamin B^ga ®ol^tion.a Mv® been observed earlier 
(67)* The apactrum of appeared to b® pH dependent, and 
also.some changes wer© observod in the absorption peaks witii 
tl:';i©.* Dr» B. A. Kaczka and .co-workers obaerved l@v©llng off 
the p#ak at 280 mjn and some changes at 355 and 320 la/i^ • 
It appeared possible that th© basis of these changes might 
b© the d.imarlnation of Bj_2a prtaenoe of oxygen found in 
the foregoing work. 
B. Ixperiinental Work 
1, Materiala 
Vitamin B3_2.a prepared from th@ ery.stallin0 B^g by 
th© hydrogenation procedure# 
2« Apparatus and procedure 
Spectra of solutions were measured by the Beckman 
DO spectrophotorn©tor. 
Grystallin© %2a ausp®nd®d. in a platinum boat over 
deionized water in a closed v#ss©l. Oxygen was removed from 
th© liquid and the gas space by passage of a stream of oxygen-
frae nitrogen. The waa then dissolved in the water, and 
a portion of the solution transferred to a 1.0 cm. silica cell 
previously flushed with nitrogen. The transfer was aecom-
7i|-
plljshed without oontact with air. Th© call was then closed 
with & glass stopper and th® Joint sealed with pax-affla wax. 
A stream of oxygen was passed through a mcond portion of 
th© sol-ution. the solution was then plaeed in an iden-
tleal ailiom cell. 
The ahaorption spectra of thea© solutions wer© obtained 
using water as a r@f©r©ne®» 
0^ -Results and Discussion. 
Th© absorption spectra of th© ojcygenated and oxygen-
fre= aolytlcns of Identical over th« 
visible and the ultraviolet rang®, fhe oxygenated solution, 
howsver, showed a definite shoulder at 320 rajn, a small 
ahoulder at 280 aiAji, .and a la.rg« peak at fh« changes 
of th® peak intensity and its position at S80 niji| have been 
attributed to th© changes of bond strength between JS^ 
benzimidasol© and th® oobalt atom.(68)• The changes in 
spectra of .solutions are likely to b® dependent upon 
the formation of ®12a diiisar In presence of oxygen. 
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¥11. CATALYTIC B,PPBCTS OF B]_2a 
A# Introduction 
Th® air oxidation of lodid© to iodine Ma been reported 
however, the natiffe of this phenomenon was not under­
stood. inasmuch as, the solution did not oxidli:© 
iodide to iodine in absence of oxygen, it appeared likely 
that this oxidation was caused by addition, 
it seemed reasonable that the catalytic @ff®ct o-f .%2a 
b® extended to a nximber of inorganic r©actions having re­
duction potentials cloa®'to that of iodine. The presenc® 
of free hydrogen peroxide was suspected, and a series of 
spot tests were umd#. 
B. Bzperiinental Work 
1. Materials 
Vitstiiin obtained from th© Squibb Institute for 
Medical Research, Mew Brunswick, I. J,, was recrystallized 
from d®ionized water. 
fitamln BT|_2a prepared from th® erystallin© toy 
the hydrogenation procedure. 
2. Ferroua sulfate and oxygen 
Two identical aliquots of a standard ferrous aulfat® 
solution, 0.1 I in hydrochloric acid., were placed in conical 
flasks. To on© of th© flaaks was added 0.8 mg. of 
Both solutions wer© agitated with air for • li|. hours. Th© 
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aolutlona w@r© then titrated with, standard eerie sulfate 
using ferrous o-phenanthrolln® sulfate as indicator. No 
difference was obserTOd in the amount of oxidizing agent 
oonauni©d» 
Sodluffi araenlte and oxygen 
A solution of sodluM mrsanite was divided into two 
Identical parts# fo on® portion t/as added 0..7 mg* of 
Both solutions were .agitated with air for II4. hours. Th© 
arsanlt® was then titrated with standard cerlc sulfate using 
osmlc acid as catalyst and ferrous o-phenanthrolln® sulfate 
aS' indicator, 
Th® ©xperiment was carried out at pH values f?»l* 7*2* 
and 8,5. There were no differences observed in the volumes 
of eerie aulfat© consumsd. 
I}.,, Methylene blue e.nd ojcygen 
The ojcidation of aethylen© blu® (reduced fom) was checked 
in a qualitative manner# A neutral solution of m©thylen© 
blu© was reduced with hydrogen sulfide, Tha excess of hydro­
gen sulfid® was eliminated by boiling th© solution for about 
20 minutes and bubbling nltrog«n through th© solution. Two 
Identical allquots of the colorlesi methylene blue solutions 
were placed in, conical flask®. To on© of th© flasks waa 
added Oi6 mg of Both solutions war© agitated with air. 
Th© solution containing ^^hanged color in a few minutes, 
whll® that without changed color gradually. 
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g.« Potaaalua ferrocyanlde and oxyg@n 
• - two iAe-nticfil allquots of a standard potassium f®rro-
cyanide solution w@r® placed in conical flasks. To one of 
the flasks- was .added 0.5 rag. of Both solutions were 
agitatsd for 28 houra and. ware kept in the dark. The solu-
'tlons ware then acidified with 1.0 ml. of concentrated per­
chloric aeid and w©re titrated with standard eerie sulfate 
uslrig • diphenylamlnesulfonic acid as indicator. No difference 
was observed in th© amount of oxidizing agent consumed, 
6. Spot teats for.free hydrogen peroxid© 
The pressnce of free hydrogen paroxid® waa cheeked by 
a number of sensltlv® spot tests: 1. reduction of ferric-
ferrieyanid© to Turnbull's blu@ or Prussian blue (69); 
2. reduction of higher nickel oxide's to nickelous ojcld© (70); 
3. oxidation of ceroua carbonate to perc@ric carbonate (71)• 
Theae tests w©r« compared to a blank, a solution containing 
tracea of hydrogen peroxide, and an aqueous solution of B]^2a* 
A drop of th© reagent solution was placed on a spot plat®. 
In an adjacent depression a drop of the reagent and a drop 
of th® solution tested were used for comparlaon. Th© aolu* 
tiona of 'Bi2b. reduce higher nickel oxide, and it 
failed to oxidize cerous carbonate. However, the ferric-
ferrlcyiinide solution in presence of produced some 
bluish-green precipitate# In absence of the precipitate 
was pronounced somewhat green. 
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C. Results and Discussion 
fh© catalytic effect of Bj_2a cheeked for th© re­
actions having the reduction potentials close to lodld©-
iQdine (0»^3 v.)J potassitra f®rricyanlde (O.36 v.), sodium 
arsenate CO«56 v,), ferric sulfate {0»77 and methylen© 
blu© (0.01 v.). The results ar© shown in Tabl© XVII# 
Tabl® X?II. Catalytic effect of solutions 
Material Time of AiHoimt of pH of Results 
Used Agitation Bl2a Used solution 
with Oxygen mg, 
hours 
Perroua-
sulfate 
Potassium 
ferricyanld© 
Sodlxim 
arsenit© 
Sodium 
arsenite 
Sodiua 
arsenlt® 
Methylene 
blue 
111- 0.8 1.0 Mo effect 
28 0.5 7*1 • lo affect 
li|. 0.7 5*1 No effect 
Ik. 0.7 7.2 lo effect 
llj. 0»7 8.5 Ho effect 
Intense blue 
1/30 0.6 7*1 color appeared 
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Th©re was no effect on oxidation of ferrous aulfate, 
fodlum arsanit®, and potassium ferrocyanide. Methylene 
blu© (reduced form) was oxidised almost instantaneously. 
fhls. rapid Chang® could b© du© to the reduotion of 
prefer ©no® of oxygen.' 
The presence of free hydrogen peroxide in 63^2® solutions 
was not substantiated as shown in Table XVIII. 
fable XVIII.# feats for hydrogen peroxide 
Reagent , Obaervationa in Presence of 
1^2a TRO 2"2 Solution 
Ferrie-
ferrlcyanid® 
Mlckel higher 
oxide past® 
Ceroua 
carbonate 
Bluish-green 
precipitate 
Black no 
color change 
Pal© white 
Intense blue 
preelpitat® 
Pale green 
Brown 
Greenish-blue 
precipitate 
Black no 
color change 
Pale whit© 
Tests with ferric ferrlcyanide gjave inconclualve result® aince 
.the difference In bluea consisted only in a ahade difference. 
D. Conclusions 
fhe • catalytic effect of oxidation of ferroua 
sulfate, sodium arsenite, and potassliaa ferrocyanide is 
negll^l)!©. fh© reduced methylene blue was oxidized in pres­
ence of many times faster than by air alone. 
The presence of free hydrogen peroxide was not proven. 
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VIII. GEMERAL DISCUSSION 
Msasurements of the diffusion ooefflclents of vitamins 
and by th@ free diffusion asethod gavs th© values 
2,9 (1) X 10""^ and 2*3 (3) 3C 10"^ cin*^/s0c», respectively. 
Values for the molecular weights of two vitamins csalculated 
from the values of the diffusion eoeffieienta indicated that 
®12a ®" dimer in solution. Fiirtharmore, it was observed 
that vitamin Bj^2a ^0®o»pos®d somswhat and formed the dimer 
at This deeomposltion could b© repressed by th© addi­
tion of eyanid® or by lowering the temperature. 
Th#ae observations indicated that "Simerized in 
aqu®oui solution but did not offer a meohanisia by which th® 
dimerlEation occurred. A clue to this was obtained during 
the course of th© density measurements. It was observed 
that th® apparent specific volumes of in presence of 
oxygen were consistently larger than that of values 
being 0,713 andi 0.665# respectively. Consequently, th© 
change of the apparent specific volume of in the pres­
ence of oxygen could be accounted by the interaction of th© 
Rioleoular oxygen with 
Knowing that oxygen was involved in the formation of 
the B]|^2a w®® necessary to develop a quantitative 
method for th© determination of the stoichloraetry of this 
reaction. This problem was solved by the amperometric titra­
tion method. Solutions of Bl2a» ®I2r titrated 
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with tha standard oxygen solution^ Throughout th© titration 
entire polarogrsuis were recorded, and the diffusion eurrsnts 
war® «¥aluat©d by th© conventional methods, fhe titration, 
results clearly indicated that oxygon had interacted with 
®12ft MQlacular ratio of 2B^2a^ ®2* Similar titra­
tions of ojcygen indleatad no apparent Interaction, 
Th® solution of Ixgy with oxygen in two stops. Th® 
first step was attributod to the oxidation of bivalent to 
trlvalent cobalt; the second step was equivalent to th© 
formation of the dlmr. 
lumbtr of ©leotrona for th@ Bj_2^ dimsr at the end-
point were calculated by the Ilkovlc aquation. Th© calculated 
valu® of ©loctrons involved was soiaewhat lower than four: 
giving two electrons for oxygen reduction to hydrogen per­
oxide and two ®l©ctrons for the reduction of two atoms of 
cobalt (ill) to cobalt (II). Th® deviation from four ©l©c-
troas probably could be attributed to th© incompletaness of 
th© interaction of oaygen/'-with 
Th# remarlabl© ehang®, in conductivity and an increase 
in pH on th© addition of oxygen to solutions indicated 
that in th® ^ process of 'dJjaerination th® hydroxyl ions w®r® 
liberated. The equivalent eonductanc© of oxygen free 
solution and the saia® oxygenated solution {8.5 x 10**^  M) 
wdr@ found to b© 75*5 and 307*0* rospactlvely. 
Th© valuas of the equivalent conductance at infinite 
dilution were calculated' to"b© 209 for ^^3 ^ or B3_2a 
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diiB@r» flies© ealeulatlons were based on the following re­
act ions-t 
R Co(IIl)OH+ HgO {moiIlI)E20t'+ OH" 
2H CoClII)OH-»- ©2 ; ?. CRGofIII)-.02"GoClII)Rl% 20H*" 
fbe apectra of and Big® dimer were almost Identicalj 
®12a ® shoulder at 320 iiyi| , The likeness of spec­
tra excludad a possible ©xiitance of a eobalt {I?) oxygen 
diiaar. 
The catalytie ©ffeot of w®® observed on air 
oxidation of ftrrous sulfat®, aodi«a arsenits, and potassiua 
ferrocyanid© solutlona. The reduced form of methyl©n« blu« 
was oxidized by ®l2a solution ln®taatan®ously. 
fh© presene© of th© hydrogen peroxide was not observed 
as indieated by th© spot tests uia«d« 
All abov© ©bservfttions led to th© proof that th® 
dlmerUatlon of In solution was caused by oxygen and 
that .it interaoted in the ratio of 212^2®*^2* 
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IX. StJIflMAlT 
fh® diffusion ooefficisnts of vitamin B^2 vitamin 
®12a hB&n detariained using the free diffusion method. 
The new values are: 
2,9(1) 3C 10*"^ em,:^/s@o. for 
2#3(3) X 10"^ Qin.^/sec. for B^2a 
A slight decoiBposition of vitamin in solution has 
been obs®3?ved» It was found that it could b© repressed 
by the addition of cyanide or by lowsring th@ temperature• 
Th® molecular weights of vitamin and of vitamin B^2a 
have been calculated by th© Stokes-llnstein-Longsworth 
equation using th© n®w values of the diffusion coefficients. 
The results obtained ar©J 
1380 for and 222$ for 
Th© molecular weights of vitaiain and of vitamin 
have b©®n calculated by th® Svadberg equation using th© 
values of th© sedimentation co@fflcl@nta determined by 
Dr« Schachman, the new values of the diffusion coeffi­
cients and newly Measured valu©s of the apparent specific 
volumes. The values arei 
li|.20 for Bj_2 and 2330 for 
That th®. dimerlsation of occurs after dissolution in 
water haa been shown. 
Th© apparent specific volumes of vitamin vitamin 
®12a been deterrained by the pycnometric method. Th® 
8i|. 
valtJ&s- obtained are; 
0»665 for Bj^2* 
0.713 for B12& presene® of oxygen, 
0.650 for B2_2a absence of oxygen. 
?• Th© interaction of oxygen with the aqueous solutions of 
vitamins ®l2a* ®12r been inveatigated by 
an awperoiaetrio titration of th®s® materials with 
standard solution of oxygen. 
8. It has been found that and oxygen do not Interact. 
9, Vitamin ha® been found to react with th® molecular 
oxygen in th© ratio 283^2^102* 
10» Vitaain B3_2r found to react with oxygon in two 
steps. Bx2r first oxidiied to B3_2a th®n dimer.ized 
by union with oxyg©n. 
11. The equivalent eonduotane© of oxygen free and oxygenated 
®12a ha¥© been determined# Th© values obtained 
are t 
75*5 CBi^/ohm eq. for oxygen fr©e Bx2a ^9*^ ^  10"*^ M.), 
307.0 cm^ /ohm @q» for oxygenatod '(il-'SS x 10"^  M.). 
12. fh@ equivalent conductances of oxygen free and oxygenated 
®12a fiiolwtiona at infinite dilution havo been calculated 
using th© values of th© diffusion co®fficianta. The 
values obtained arei 
209 cm.^ /ohm. ®q. for oxygen free 
I4.I3.S offl* /olm. ©q. for oxygenated B3_2a*^ ®12a 
13. It has been found that on addition of oxygen th© pH of 
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®12a solutions increases. 
ll|.. The dimerization of vitamin in solution has be@n 
shown to follow the reaction 
2RCoClII)0H-h ©2®=^  {R0oCIII)-02-00(111)1^ 4- 20H". 
15* fliQ spectra of oxygen free and oxygenated solufciona 
hav© been obtained* Th©. oxygenated solution of 
a definit© shoulder at 320 mji| , 
16. The eatalytie effect of on esrtain air oxidations 
hms been studied. There is no catalytic effect on air 
oxidation of ferrous sulfate, aodiuni arsenite, and po-
tasiiuiB ferrous cyanide solutions... 
17. .It has been observed that th® reduced form of methylen© 
blue was oxidiissd instantaneously in presence of Bi2a 
oxygen, 
18,.Th® presence of free hydrogen peroxide in a %2a 
has been diaprovan by sensitive spot testa. 
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